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Mochipet is back with a techno-electro-hyphy-folk-
experimental-musical extravaganza sure to make you shake your 
butt, saddle up, and “gas” “break” “kick.” Since Mochipet’s 
inception in 2001 this artist has been know to explore the bounds 
of the known and unknown musical landscapes that make up the 
21st century. Marked as his Danciest album to date (as dancy as 
mochipet will ever get probably), Disko Donkey is a underground 
pool party with guests like: Ellen Allien, Scissors For Lefty, 
[a]pendics shuffle, Smash TV, Phon.o, Broker / Dealer, Caltrop, and 
much more. This party mule is ready to piñata, but don’t even try 
it, you can’t pin the Tale on this Donkey!

Ellen Allien
(bpitchcontrol)
As a producer / vocalist / dj / designer 
/ and label owner of bpitchcontrol, 
ellen allien wears many hats. But she 
wears them well.  Perhaps this is why 
her collaboration with Mochipet is so 
cohesive.  Sharing many of the same 
head pieces ( producer, vocalist, 
designer, label owner) as Mochipet 
there is no doubt there is some 
crossover.  Check out they’re 
collaboration “Robot Girl” on this 
release and also check out Ellen’s new 
album Orchestra of Bubbles with 
Apparat. 

Smash TV
(bpitchcontrol)
You might not know this, but holger 
zilske aka smash tv is the co-producer 
of all last 3 solo Ellen Allien studio 
albums to date „stadtkind“, 
„berlinette“ und „thrills“.  A lover of 
sequncers and drum machines he 
makes magically modern electro and 
techno. Check out his releases on 
bpitchcontrol and definitely check out 
his remix of Mochpet’s Quills on this 
release!

Broker / Dealer
(ghostly / asphodel)
Equipped with an array of samplers, 
sequencers and vintage synthesizers, San 
Francisco wunderkinds Broker/Dealer make 
catchy minimal electronic music equally 
suited for the den or the dancefloor.  Having 
contributed a Process remix to the Traum 
artist's tribute record, Re-Processed, mixed 
by Doc Martin on the brand new Fabric 10 
compilation Broker/Dealer are receiving a 
phenomenal amount of recognition. See 
how they turned Mochipet’s Disko Donkey 
into a wonderful show horse on this 
release.

[a]pendics shuffle
(orac / adjunct / kompakt)
[a]pendics.shuffle is one of the many aliases 
of the prolific musical hydra who is Kenneth 
James Gibson.  From time to time he has 
also been known as dubLoner, Premature 
Wig, Reverse Commuter and one half of 
Electronic Music Composer.  Prone to 
making records with perverse titles full of 
heavy, disorienting sounds,  Ken adds an 
unpredictable element of danger and 
emotional distress to any dance party. 
Please check out his Devilishly Dark “Pop 
and Lock” Disko Donkey Mix for 
Mochipet.

Caltrop
(tigerbeat6)

Caltrop is one Christoph Caominh. 
Munich born Vietnamese but now 
SF/Bayarea resident.  The ex-roomate to 
Kid606, has done remixes for Eats Tapes 
(tigerbeat6) and contributions to 
Sid Musique on Erkrankung Durch 
Musique. He has played with DMX Krew, 
Soft Pink Truth, Kill Memory Crash, 
Legowelt to name a few.  He is a local DJ 
with Tokyo Electric and loves German 
Techno, Chicago Acid House, Detroit 
Techno, and Freestyle! Please check out 
his Detroit Donkey Remix for 
Mochipet.

Phon.o
(shitkatapult)
Carsten Aermes (a.k.a. Phon.o) has 
released works on Kit Clayton’s Cytrax, T. 
Raumschmiere’s Shitkatapult and 
Kid606’s Tigerbeat6 labels. This Berlin 
man has the digestion of a power plant 
and a rectum like pliers; one with which 
you could tweak the Eiffel tower. With 
that he serves up crude raw materials 
consisting of Hiphop and Breakbeats, 
Techno and Dub which become raucous 
monsters of an intimidating size. It is no 
wonder why he took to the Mochipet’s 
remix like it was his own Donkey 
Funk!

Scissors For Lefty
(rough trade)
Signed to London’s Rough Trade Records, home of The 
Strokes, Belle & Sebastian, Cornershop, Arcade Fire, and 
many more, Scissor For Lefty is a San Francisco Based 
Rock band that’s not afraid to show they care about 
music. Know for their enigmatic live shows, whom 
they’ve shared with such greats as The Arctic Monkeys, 
Grandaddy, Black Heart Procession, I am Spoon Bender, 
Dengue Fever, and Pedro The Lion, to name a few. 
Scissors For Lefty take great care in crafting songs. You 
can check out Mochipet’s remix of their song “Ghetto 
Ways” on this Disko Donkey release that’s make 
keyboards rock like guitars again.


